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The assumption of massive doses of Vitamin N—where N stands for Nature—seems no longer 
adequate to face the transformations of the planet and the growing discomfort affecting more 
and more people in the world.
It is not only a matter of scarcity and deterioration of “Nature.” It is now evident that it is impos-
sible to stay apart from the ongoing evolution and separate humans’ destinies from those of 
other living species. However, design disciplines - landscape design in particular - still seem to be 
primarily conditioned by this image.
The research hypothesis we intend to develop in this issue is that we need to test new knowled-
ge paths and create new relationships with the natural world. This issue of Ri-Vista aims to cre-
atively interconnect design disciplines’ competence, responsibility, and intentionality, rejecting 
fences and barriers.
Competence means the ability to counter the drifts of negationist irrationality. It means beco-
ming familiar with the topics of co-evolution, as depicted in several recent research works on 
survival strategies and the intelligence of other species. We must stop thinking of trees, rivers, 
and animals as “natural resources” at our service, becoming aware of the strong family ties that 
connect the whole. Along this path, competence generates empathy, activating new forms of 
kinship (making kin) and new forms of concern for others (making kind), according to Donna 
Haraway’s definition.
Furthermore, the ongoing transformations are not the same for everyone. They increase the 
burden of inequalities, producing further poverty, forcing the abandonment of some territories 
and congestion of others. Climate change accelerates the processes triggered by consumption 
patterns exported by advanced countries to “poor regions.” The ecological exploitation and en-
vironmental destruction models have increasingly left behind vastly degraded and abandoned 
regions and communities. These conditions have only moved away from our sight, but they still 
affect our living conditions.
The landscape project’s point of view always seems to emotionally embrace these dramatic 
transformations due to the established and empathic interest in the “natural” components and 
the fate of soils, waters, and animals. A further step seems to be needed to face the violent 
transformation we are experiencing today. It appears, in fact, that it is necessary to overcome 
some consolidated and easily usable “oppositions” that have shaped from within modern thin-
king and influenced landscape design. They are harmful oppositions, which must be identified 
and removed if the issues of co-evolution and co-existence are to be successfully addressed.
We are talking about the constitutive opposition between man and nature and its multiple deri-
vatives: wild-domestic, productive-unproductive, urban-rural. These binomials produce a legacy 
hindering new forms of understanding on how different species can live together.
In this issue of Ri-Vista, we aim to collect creative experiences and co-evolution projects free 
from consolidated opposition. Still, we also seek to closely investigate them in order to recogni-
ze them better and avoid their use in the future.
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